Transport and Conductance spectra measurements of ramp-type junctions made of cuprate superconducting La 1.9 Sr 0.1 CuO 4 electrodes and a manganite ferromagnetic La 0.67 Ca 0.33 M nO 3 barrier are reported. At low temperatures below T c , the conductance spectra show Andreev-like broad peaks superposed on a tunneling-like background, and sometimes also sub-gap Andreev resonances.
Superconductor -ferromagnet -superconductor (SFS) junctions are interesting since they allow for the investigation of both antagonistic order parameters of S and F by measuring their transport, conductance spectra and behavior under applied magnetic fields. They can also facilitate studies of proximity induced triplet superconductivity (PITS) near inhomogeneities in F by measuring their supercurrents as described in a recent feature article in Physics Today [1] . Generally, transport in junctions of a superconductor in contact with a normal metal (N) is controlled by the Andreev reflection process [2] , and the penetration of pairs into N is determined by the normal metal coherence length ξ N = D/2πk B T where D is the diffusion coefficient and T is the temperature. If N is replaced by F, the singlet pairs of S can penetrate into F only to a relatively short distance ξ F (ξ F = v F /2E ex in the clean limit or ξ F = D/2E ex in the dirty limit) which is affected mostly by the exchange energy E ex rather than the thermal energy k B T [3, 4] .
This is true unless a PITS order is created in F which would lead to longer penetration lengths into F, on the order of ξ N [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Originally, we planned to look for triplet supercurrents in SFS junctions made of the underdoped high temperature superconductor Since all our junctions with barrier thickness of 12 and 20 nm were resistive at 2 K and therefore no PITS could be observed, we decided to focus on the transport, conductance spectroscopy and field behavior of the junctions. We note however, that PITS could be at the origin of previous results where a small supercurrents of 5 kA/cm 2 at 4 K had been observed in similar SFS junctions but with Y Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ electrodes and a 20 nm thick La 0.67 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 barrier [10] . Following our recent study of similar SNS junctions but with a normal La 1.65 Sr 0.35 CuO 4 barrier where two Andreev-like energy scales were observed [11] , in the present study we concentrated on low biases and observed only the lower superconducting energy scale. The negative magnetoresistance of the LCMO barrier at 2 K had also been detected in the conductance spectra of the present work, either under a high magnetic field in the superparamagnetic state of the LCMO barrier or after field cycling.
Ten ramp-type junctions were prepared as described previously [12] along the anti-node surface is more strained than the cover electrode which is grown on a LCMO layer on top of the ion milled area of the STO wafer [13, 14] . , and also to that obtained in our own micro bridges patterned on blanket LSCO10 films. This means that our preparation process is quite clean and introduces only a negligible amount of contamination at the interfaces of our junctions. In passing we note that in the supplementary material of a previous publication by our group concerning these short junctions [11] , the given J c (2K) values were in error and the correct values are given here.
Next we present resistance versus temperature results of three junctions with a d F =12 nm thick LCMO barrier (see Fig. 2 ). The different resistance values at 300 K are due to the versus applied field together with an exponential decay fit which seems to fit the data nicely. The factor of 2 (T) in the exponent seems to be related to H c2 of the weakened LSCO10 superconductor at the interfaces of the junction.
We shall now discuss the anomalous magnetic hysteresis effects observed in Fig. 3 . Field cycling at 2 K after ZFC to 2 T and back to 0 T, yields a conductance spectrum which almost overlaps the ZFC spectrum, except for a slight tendency for decreasing conductance in the region the peaks. This behavior could be explained by a small magnetic flux which is trapped in the LSCO10 electrodes and suppresses superconductivity like that seen in Fig.   4 under an external field. However, after field cycling to -6 T and back to 0 T, exactly the opposite effect is found where the conductance is much enhanced compared to the ZFC case.
To understand this behavior, we look first at the conductance spectrum of Fig. 3 under -6 T. In the bias regime where |V | ≤15 mV, the conductance is lower under -6 T than in the ZFC case, as in Fig. 4 with lower fields. At higher biases though, the conductance under -6 T is significantly higher than that of the ZFC spectrum, and this seems to originate in the negative magnetoresistance of the LCMO ferromagnet. Further support for this interpretation comes from the observation of jumps (or steps) of increasing conductance in the spectrum under -6 T (see in the dotted circles). We note that the conductance data in our experiments was measured by ramping the voltage slowly, in about 2-3 min., from negative to positive values (see the arrows in Fig. 3 ). During this relatively long recording time, occasional conductance jumps occurred, but only at high fields and quite rarely. These jumps can be attributed to increased magnetization of the LCMO layer by magnetic domain flips, thus increasing the conductance due to the negative magnetoresistance of this manganite material. We point out here that the polarization of a similar manganite (La 0.67 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 ) is 78±4 % [16] while the coercive field of LCMO is about 0.05 T [17] .
Thus one would expect that already under 2 T all the domains of the LCMO layer will be fully oriented along the field. This is apparently not the case, as unnegligible magnetization changes occur at higher fields, which lead to the enhanced conductance even after going back to zero field. milled junction is higher than that of the oxygen annealed ones where some of them have even zero resistance (which is puzzling, and will be explained later on). Fig. 6 presents conductance spectra at 2 K of the as milled junction J8 of Fig. 5 under increasing fields from 0 T under ZFC to 6 T and back to 1.5 T and 0 T. The ZFC spectrum has a typically broad Andreev peak which is clearer than in Fig. 3 but has the same origin. There is also a narrow zero bias conductance peak (ZBCP) now which is a result of bound states in the LSCO10 d-wave superconductor [15, 18, 19] . As observed in Fig. 3 , we also find here that after the 6 T field cycling, the spectrum at 0 T has a higher conductance than that of the ZFC one. This effect can also be seen above 40 mV bias in Fig. 6 , where under the returning 1.5 T field, the conductance is higher than under the 1 T and even 0.5 T field.
This result shows that the conductance enhancement due to the negative magnetoresistance of LCMO is a robust effect. We also note that the ZBCP and gap features seems to merge at 6 T. The basic background conductance for our fits was obtained by fitting for instance to superconducting shorts, and if so, an additional milling step without any resist mask would have remove these conjectured cover electrode shorts. Fig. 10 and its inset show the R versus T results after this addition step where a 10 nm top layer was milled away from the wafer and further oxygen reannealing was performed. One can see that all junctions are resistive now at 2 K with no trace of supercurrents as the corresponding I-V curves are linear (not shown). Also seen in the main panel is that some T Curie are suppressed to 170-210 K, which is due to oxygen inhomogeneities again that might have formed during the last milling step. We thus conclude that no supercurrents neither PITS are observed in the present junctions. Generally, people would not publish an artifact as reported here.
The reason that we do, is to warn the readers of possible similar problems when a very long range proximity or PITS effects are observed.
To summarize, conductance spectroscopy of LSCO10-LCMO-LSCO10 SFS junctions show prominent broad Andreev peaks and sub-gap Andreev resonance series from which the energy gap values of LSCO10 were deduced. Anomalous hysteretic effects were observed after field cycling which were attributed to the negative magnetoresistance of the LCMO barrier. We also found a signature of superparamagnetism in the conductance spectra of the junctions with the 12 nm thick LCMO barrier. And finally, we presented an artifact from which people may learn more than they can expect.
